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 2.	Mental qualities: as keenness or dullness of intellect, type
of mental ability, positive or negative menial traits, natural in
sight and judgment, tendency to interest along definite lines.
 3.	Temperamental types: as thought fulness or hccdlcssmvs
carelessness or caution, impulsiveness or phlegmatism, quirk
ness of temper, responsiveness of disposition, natural .sensitivv-
ness, happiness or moodiness of disposition,
 4.	Type and tendency of bodily junction: as digestive artiv •
ity, rapidity of processes of waste and repair, age of develop-
ment.
 5.	Tendencies toward stmtgth or wcuknrss In twww.v w*
gans: as the ability of any organ to stand wear and tear or to
resist disease,
 6.	Nervous reserve, or we may say nervous hank account.
Some people are born with a much greater stork of nerve cwrgy
than others—this with its influence on all physical am! mental
functions.
 7.	Nerve idiosyncrasies and peculiarities, manifesting them-
selves in individual mental make-ups and peculiar nerve frac-
tions to certain conditions.
. Are Diseases Inherited? A man, because of natural type,
tends to be flat- and narrow-chested This makes him less re
sistant to the commonly present germ of tuberculosis, and he
acquires the disease. His son inherits his thin, narrow-chested
build, but not his tuberculosis, He inherits the susceptibility,
but not the disease. If he does not realize his physical shortcom-
ing in this regard and develop a better physique and stronger
resistance, he may, like his father, become an easy prey to |he
germ, especially if by contact with his father's carelessly dis-
tributed germs he receives an overdose,
A father has high blood pressure, heart or kidney disease*
His son, through the years, develops the same conditions, partly
because he inherits his father's tendency to react in this way to
wrong habits of living, and partly because he continues these
same wrong habits.
Mother has stomach trouble, "Daughter inherits It," it is
said. But just what does she really inherit? She inherits the
same type of stomach and the tendency to the name nerve re-

